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In 1905, when Conway Stewart was
founded, Jarvis and Garner had a single aim, to produce elegant yet functional writing instruments. Today,
one hundred years later, the company
still holds true to these original goals.
Each pen is individually turned, assembled and polished. The company
uses only the richest materials and
solid 18-karat gold nibs and bands.
All of the writing instruments come
with a 100-year guarantee. Conway
Stewart brand not only creates exclusive pens for many prestigious
corporate and government accounts,
but has been privileged to have its
products chosen as official gifts of
the British government.
A new era began in 1996, with
the introduction of the Churchill
as Conway Stewart’s flagship model
celebrating the life of Sir Winston
Churchill. To commemorate the
company’s Centenary in 2005, the
new 100 model was launched in various handmade resins. Through 2006,

Conway Stewart produced several
new designs featuring the art of fine
enamel over precisely engraved sterling silver. In 2007, several new editions were introduced honoring significant British historical figures.
Conway Stewart also offers the
discerning consumer a line of fine
writing inks manufactured on the
premises in Devon, England, as well
as luxurious leather pen cases available in a choice of styles. Each of our
fine leather products is embossed
with the Conway Stewart Diamond
logo. Handcrafted by master pen
makers, the rich heritage of Conway
Stewart rests in your hand every
time you use one of the beautiful
pens. The company strives to continue the traditional production of
beautiful pens with unique British
elegance, giving pleasure to those
who appreciate the art of fine writing or who wish to give a gift
that will provide a lifetime
of pleasure.
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